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The adsorption of large ions from solution to a charged surface is investigated theoretica
A generalized Poisson-Boltzmann equation which takes into account the finite size of the ion
presented. We obtain analytical expressions for the electrostatic potential and ion concentratio
the surface, leading to a modified Grahame equation. At high surface charge densities the
concentration saturates to its maximum value. Our results are in agreement with recent experim
[S0031-9007(97)03612-0]
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The interaction between charged objects (interfac
colloidal particles, membranes, etc.) in solution
strongly affected by the presence of an electrolyte (s
and is of great importance in biological systems a
industrial applications [1,2]. The main effect is screeni
of the Coulomb interaction characterized by the so-cal
Debye-Hückel screening length [3], which depends on
ionic strength of the solution. The Derjaguin-Landa
Verwey-Overbeek theory, based on the competit
between screened Coulomb and attractive van der W
interactions, has been very successful in explaining
stabilization of charged colloidal particles [4].

One of the most widely used analytical methods to d
scribe electrolyte solutions is the Poisson-Boltzmann (P
approach [5]. For low electrostatic potentials (less th
25 mV), the PB equation can be linearized and yields
Debye-Hückel theory [3]. The PB is a continuum mea
field-like approach assuming pointlike ions in thermod
namic equilibrium and neglecting statistical correlation
This theory has been successful in predicting ionic p
files close to planar and curved surfaces and the res
ing forces. However, it is known to strongly overestima
ionic concentrations close to charged surfaces. In part
lar, this shortcoming of the PB theory is pronounced
highly charged surfaces and multivalent ions.

Since the PB equation does not take into account
finite size of the adsorbing ions, the ionic concentrati
close to the surface can easily exceed the maximal
lowed coverage by orders of magnitude. Several attem
have been proposed to include thesteric repulsion in or-
der to improve upon the PB approach [6,7]. One of t
first attempts to incorporate steric effects is theStern layer
modification [6,8] of the PB approach. Steric effects a
introduced by excluding the ions from the first molecul
layer close to the surface. However, it seems difficult
improve on this method in a systematic way. More r
cent modifications [6,7,9–11] rely either on Monte Car
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computer simulations or on numerical solutions of integra
equations (the “hypernetted chain” equation [9]). Thes
approaches involve elaborate numerical calculations a
lack the simplicity of the original PB approach.

In this Letter, we propose a simple way to include steri
effects in the original PB approach. This modified PB
equation clearly shows how ionic saturation takes plac
close to a charged surface. The equation is derived f
1:z asymmetric andz:z symmetric electrolytes. At low
ionic concentration, the original PB equation is recovere
Simple analytical relations between the surface charg
density and the counterion concentration at the surface a
obtained, in agreement with recent experiments [12].

Consider an asymmetric electrolyte consisting of neg
tive multivalent ions of charge2ze, and positive monova-
lent ions of chargee, wheree is the electron charge. The
bulk concentration of the negative and positive ions iscb

andzcb , respectively, as implied by charge neutrality.
Within mean-field approximation, the total free energy

F  U 2 TS, can be written [13] in terms of the local
electrostatic potentialcsrd and the ion concentrations
c6srd. The electrostatic energy contributionU is

U 
Z

dr
∑

2
´

8p
j=cj2 1 ec1c 2 zec2c

2 m1c1 2 m2c2

∏
. (1)

The first term is the self-energy of the electric field, wher
´ is the dielectric constant of the solution. The next two
terms are the electrostatic energies of the ions, and the l
two terms couple the system to a bulk reservoir, whe
m6 are the chemical potentials of the ions.

The entropic contribution2TS is

2TS 
kBT
a3

Z
drfc1a3 lnsc1a3d 1 c2a3 lnsc2a3d

1 s1 2 c1a3 2 c2a3d

3 lns1 2 c1a3 2 c2a3dg , (2)
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where kBT is the thermal energy. For simplicity, w
assume that both types of ions have the same sizea.
The first two terms are the entropies of the positive a
negative ions, whereas the last term is the entropy of
solvent molecules. Indeed, this last term is respons
for the novel steric corrections to the PB equation.
a more rigorous way, these corrections are obtained
considering a lattice-gas version of the Coulomb g
in which each lattice site is occupied at most by o
ion [14].

The variation of the free energyF  U 2 TS with
respect toc andc6 yields our modified PB equation fo
the1:z electrolyte:

=2c  2
4p

´
fec1srd 2 zec2srdg


4pzecb

´

ezbec 2 e2bec

1 2 f0 1 f0sezbec 1 ze2becdysz 1 1d
,

(3)

wheref0  sz 1 1da3cb is the total bulk volume fraction
of the positive and negative ions.

For a symmetricz:z electrolyte, one gets

=2c 
8pzecb

´

sinhszbecd
1 2 f0 1 f0 coshszbecd

, (4)

wheref0  2a3cb . In the limit of small ionic concen-
trations,f0 ! 0, Eqs. (3) and (4) reduce to the standa
PB equations. Moreover, for any ionic concentration a
at low electrostatic potentials,jbecj ø 1, both equations
reduce to the linearized PB equation (Debye-Hückel lim
=2c  k2c , wherek21 is the Debye-Hückel screenin
length. For the asymmetric casek2  4plbzsz 1 1dcb,
wherelb  e2y´kBT is the Bjerrum length equal to 7 Å
for aqueous solutions at room temperature.

Our approach deviates significantly from the origin
PB equation for large electrostatic potentialsjbecj ¿ 1.
In particular, the ionic concentration is unbound in t
standard PB approach, whereas here it is always bo
by 1ya3 (“close packing”) as can be seen from Eqs. (
and (4). This effect is important close to strongly charg
surfaces immersed in an electrolyte solution.

Note that for high positive potentials,bec ¿ 1, the
contribution of the positive ions is negligible and the ne
ative ion concentration follows a distribution reminisce
of the Fermi-Dirac distribution [15],

c2srd !
1
a3

1

1 1 sz 1 1d 12f0

f0
e2zbec

, (5)

where the excluded volume interaction plays the role
the Pauli principle.

To demonstrate the usefulness of our method, we st
the case of a single planar surface with charge den
s . 0 in contact with an electrolyte solution. Ionic con
centration profiles are obtained from the numerical s
lution of Eq. (3) as a function ofx, the distance to the
positively charged surface. Since the positive ion co
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centration is small near the surface, we show in Fig. 1(a
only the negative ion profiles, as well as the correspond
ing original PB profile. The main effect is the saturation

FIG. 1. (a) Concentration profiles of negative multivalent
ions c2sxd near a positively charged surface as obtained
from the numerical solution of Eq. (3) for two different
ion sizesa  7.5 Å and a  10 Å. Note that the saturated
layer width is lp . 2 and5 Å, respectively. The solid line
represents the concentration profile of the standard PB equation
(b) Calculated electrostatic potential profiles near the surface
plotted together with the parabolic approximation [Eqs. (6) and
(7)]. The dotted, dashed, and solid lines are as in (a). The
bulk concentration iscb  0.1 M for a 1:z electrolyte with
z  4. The surface charge densitys is taken as one electron
charge per50 Å2. The aqueous solution with́  80 is at
room temperature.
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of the ionic concentration in the vicinity of the charged
surface. This should be contrasted with the original P
scheme which leads to extremely high and unphysic
values of c2

s ; c2s0d, especially for multivalent ions.
In the saturated region, the ionic concentration tends
1ya3, leading to more pronounced deviations from PB fo
large ions.

In the saturated layer the right-hand side of Eq. (3
becomes a constant, and the electrostatic potential
quadratic

csxd . cs 2
4ps

´
x 1

2pze
´a3

x2, (6)

where cs is the surface potential and the boundar
condition c 0js  24psy´ is satisfied. As can be seen
in Fig. 1(b), the parabolic profile ofcsxd is a good
approximation close to the surface. The width of th
saturated layerlp is not strictly equal toa. It can be easily
estimated from Eq. (6) to belp . a3syze in agreement
with Fig. 1(a).

The surface potentialcs can be calculated in a closed
form from the first integral of Eq. (3), assuming tha
the concentration of the positive ions is negligible at th
surface

cs 
kBT
ze

hlnfez 2 s1 2 f0dg 2 lnscba3dj

ø
kBT
ze

hz 2 lnscba3dj , (7)

where

z ;
2pa3s2

´kBT
. (8)

Similarly, the concentration of negative ions at th
surface can be calculated leading to a modified Graha
equation [1]

c2
s 

1
a3

f1 2 s1 2 f0de2z g . (9)

This contribution is depicted in Fig. 2(a), wherec2
s is

plotted as a function of the surface charge density,sye,
for two different ion sizes,a. The PB case is shown as
well for comparison. At low surface chargez ø 1, the
ion concentration reduces to the PB results

c2
s 

2ps2

´kBT
1 s1 1 zdcb , (10)

but for high surface chargez ¿ 1, the deviations from
the PB case are substantial. Furthermore, as can be s
from the above equation, the ionic concentration ne
the surface depends only weakly on the bulk electroly
concentration,cb.

In Fig. 2(b) the ratio between the ion charge density
the first layers1 . zec2

s a ands is plotted as a function
of the specific surface area per unit charge, as is oft
measured in experiments. For the PB approach, this ra
diverges at high surface charge densities (small spec
area) becausec2

s , s2. However, in our case, the steric
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FIG. 2. (a) Surface concentration of ions as a function o
the surface charge density for different ions size,a. The
PB concentration is also plotted for comparison. (b) Ratio o
the first layer charge density and the surface charge densi
s1ys  zec2

s ays, as a function of the specific surface area
per unit charge,eys, for different ion sizes. The PB result
is plotted with the first layer width taken as 5 Å. The1:z
electrolyte bulk concentration iscb  1 mM and the valency
z  4.

effect changes the situation altogether since it prevents t
ions from approaching and overcompensating the surfa
charges.

The theoretical results presented here are relevant to
cent experiments [12] where large multivalent ions ar
437
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adsorbed onto a charged Langmuir monolayer. Larg
polyanions such as H3PW12O40 (phosphotungstic acid)
dissolved in an aqueous subphase are attracted to
cationic Langmuir monolayer such as a fatty amine su
factant (C20H41-NH2), spread at the wateryair interface.
The adsorbed ion density (per unit area) in the solutio
s1, is measured by x-ray reflectivity. It is then related
to the surface charge densitys, which is controlled by
the Langmuir trough. The experiments show very clear
the presence of the steric effects for these large ions
estimated size of 10 Å). As the surface charge dens
increases,s1ys decreases in accord with our findings
[Fig. 2(b)] and in contrast to the original PB approach.

In conclusion, we have derived a modified PB equa
tion including steric effects. As a result the ionic con
centration cannot exceed a saturation value of1ya3. This
effect is in particular important for large ions adsorbin
on charged surfaces. We have obtained analytical expr
sions for the potential and ion concentrations at the su
face. Our results differ qualitatively and quantitatively
from the standard PB equation and agree with recent e
periments on large polyions in solution.

It would be interesting to further explore the connectio
between our analytical approach and the Stern lay
approach, as well as look at the implications on the forc
between two charged planar surfaces.
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